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May 30, 2018
St. Joan of Arc
Dear Fellow Catholic,

Rather a shock wasn't it, a 2 to 1 vote in favor of allowing abortions in Ireland? There is still the fight over
statutory prohibitions, but any politician would call that a mandate! Evidently, it was not the will of God that the
protections of Ireland's constitution be upheld. It seems that a lot of prayers to save the unborn were not enough.
What is required to hold our world together? What has become of the Faith of the Ancient Order of Hibernians?
Surely you've heard about the bishops of Chile resigning en masse, after a series of scandals involving
clerical misconduct. Seriously, the bishops of an entire nation resigned at once? Are these bizarre times or what?
"So what now?" you may ask. One rumor going around is that St. Patrick is reported to have said that when
Ireland loses the Faith, the end is near. Looking at the rising tide of uproar against all restraint -- rebellion from
nature and nature's God and renewed attempts to enslave mankind, under the guise of deadly feminism, toxic gay
rights or socialist compassionate slavery, can give you quite a start. It's a tough time to be innocent and peaceful.
So what is the response of a faithful Catholic?
Nothing. Perhaps the right response is to do nothing different. Nothing has really changed. The world is
still a place of fallen humanity. Steadfastly proclaiming the truth is what we have done for years. Steadfastly
proclaiming the truth is what we must continue to do, right?
We're in the middle of finding a more specific tower site for our FM translator. We looked at some
locations, but it now looks like we need to move slightly south. We are looking along Old Heady Road to the east of
Routt Road. Despite a pretty good Radiothon, we are still short of the money needed to build. So there are two
ways to help make progress toward an FM signal-- let us know if you have family or friends along Old Heady Road
and share the need to everyone you know. Your personal sharing is far more effective than all the boring fundraising
letters we could send! (-;
It is interesting how people are less interested in matters of religion these days. Openness to religion has
seemed to decline rapidly in the last few years. Even so, there is a kind of joy found in merely not being burdened
by some of the craziness. So let us be not afraid, but keep pressing on, running the race, as St. Paul says, striving for
the crown of eternal life. Please keep praying for our Church, our nation and city, and for Holy Family Radio and
please consider joining with us financially as we strive to increase the reach of Catholic radio in our area!
May God reward you!

Sincerely,

Holy Family Radio
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